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Abstract
Metaphorical thinking is important in improving the formation and discovery of learning ideas in the 21st-century. However, the metaphorical thinking of Indonesian students is below the international average in terms of cognitive process, according to PISA 2018. This study aims to identify differences in the ability of students’ metaphorical thinking in learning STEM and Computer Science (STEM-CS). This research employed the experimental design with a simple random sampling technique to determine the sample. The population of this study was 280 junior high school students in Bandar Lampung, Indonesia. The data collection technique has been tested to see the improvement of metaphorical thinking. Hypothetical testing has been used by one-way ANOVA with a meaningful level of 5%. The results found that the average class value applied to the STEM-CS training model was 88.00, which was higher compared to the STEM class with an average score of 86.00 and the control class with an average score of 73.00. It is concluded that the STEM-CS model can be used as an alternative solution for learning in the industrial era 4.0.
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Resumen
El pensamiento metafórico es importante para mejorar la formación y el descubrimiento de ideas de aprendizaje en el siglo XXI. Sin embargo, el pensamiento metafórico de los estudiantes indonesios está por debajo de la media internacional en términos de proceso cognitivo, según PISA 2018. Este estudio tiene como objetivo identificar las diferencias en la capacidad del pensamiento metafórico de los estudiantes en el aprendizaje de STEM y Ciencias de la Computación (STEM-CS). Esta investigación empleó el diseño experimental con una técnica de muestreo...
aleatorio simple para determinar la muestra. La población de este estudio fue de 280 estudiantes de secundaria en Bandar Lampung, Indonesia. La técnica de recopilación de datos se ha probado para ver la mejora del pensamiento metafórico. Se han utilizado pruebas hipotéticas mediante ANOVA unidireccional con un nivel significativo del 5%. Los resultados encontraron que el valor de clase promedio aplicado al modelo de entrenamiento STEM-CS fue 88,00, que fue mayor en comparación con la clase STEM con una puntuación media de 86,00 y la clase control con una puntuación media de 73,00. Se concluye que el modelo STEM-CS se puede utilizar como una solución alternativa para el aprendizaje en la era industrial 4.0.

**Palabras clave:** informática; pensamiento metafórico; STEM.

1. **Introduction**

The concept of thinking that emphasizes the relationship between mathematics and real-life phenomena in the 21st-century is metaphorical thinking (Chang & Jonathan, 2019; İdin, 2019; Vlasis, 2019). Metaphorical thinking can provide insight into ideas to make logical conclusions that lead to new ideas (Abdurrahman, Setyaningsih, et al., 2019; Hendriana et al., 2018; Surya & Putri, 2017). As a learner, it is important to find a good metaphorical thinking management strategy to produce good academic output related to the field of science (Dumitru, 2019; Jaccard & Jacoby, 2019; Silvia & Beaty, 2012; Tambunan, 2018; Wagiran et al., 2019). Metaphorical thinking emphasizes the formation to find technical ideas (Bobrova et al., 2020; de Barros et al., 2010; Saragih et al., 2016). Metaphorical thinking can provide a great opportunity for students to exploit their knowledge in learning mathematics (Cassel & Vincent, 2011; Castek & Beach, 2013; Leikin, 2020; Reeder et al., 2009; Supriadi et al., 2019). Also, they are provided an opportunity to explore their abilities (Hendriana et al., 2017, 2018; Setiani & Waluya, 2018; Ulfah et al., 2017), critical aspect particularly relevant to the analysis-synthesis component of the design process (McAuliffe, 2016; Rany et al., 2020; Suherman et al., 2020; Yasin et al., 2020), and to see the relationship between the knowledge they obtain and their daily lives (Featherstone, 2020; Gibbs Jr et al., 2004; Lakoff, 2014; Landau, 2016). The process of exploring this ability will arouse curiosity and reflect on the knowledge that has been built (Andari et al., 2020; Hartinah et al., 2019; Huda et al., 2019; Kashdan et al., 2018; Suherman et al., 2021).

However, Indonesian students’ metaphorical thinking abilities are still far from good compared to the metaphorical thinking abilities of foreign students. This is evidenced by the percentage data comparison of metaphorical thinking of Indonesian students’ and the overseas students in terms of the cognitive process in the areas PISA 2018.
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Figure 1. Graphic of Southeast Asian Nations Mathematics Ability

Graph 1 shows that Singapore is the country with the highest score of 569 and the Philippines is the country with the lowest score of 353. Indonesia only scored 379 that is below the international average of 489. Based on this, it is suspected that the learning system has not been fully effective in building students’ technical ideas.

The solution to overcome these problems and to foster the metaphorical thinking is to prepare educational provisions (Laurens et al., 2017). One of them is Science, Technique, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) learning (Greca Dufranc et al., 2020; Ibáñez & Delgado-Kloos, 2018; Suherman, 2018). STEM is popular at the world level that is effective to be applied as integrative thematic learning (Barakabitze et al., 2019; Kang, 2019; Peterson & Hipple, 2020). This learning combines four main areas in education, namely science, technology, mathematics, and engineering (Park et al., 2017; Stoet & Geary, 2018). STEM is an important issue in current educational trends (Becker & Park, 2011; Saxton et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2016) and is internationally recognized to be able to advance the skills needed by the 21st-century society (Drew, 2012; Helmi et al., 2019; Trilling & Fadel, 2009).

STEM can be combined with computer science to provide students more comprehensive learning experience (Chung et al., 2014; Hernandez et al., 2014; Ortiz et al., 2015). Because we believe that STEM with computer science can provide opportunities to learn mathematical concepts (Barr & Stephenson, 2011; Deitrick et al., 2015; Ritz & Fan, 2015; Sengupta et al., 2013). Therefore, computer science can facilitate teaching and learning activities to be interesting and not monotonous (Meerbaum-Salant et al., 2013; Ruthven et al., 2004; Sari et al., 2016; Yin et al., 2007), so that teaching through the technological advances (Duarte & Baranauskas, 2018; Vakil, 2018), the process of curriculum delivery and understanding of various disciplinary/interdisciplinary can be facilitated (Bell et al., 2017; Sagala et al., 2019; Woo et al., 2012).

Based on previous research, STEM can improve mathematical thinking ability (Dare et al., 2018; Hobbs et al., 2018; Huda et al., 2020; Sagala et al., 2019; Singh et al., 2018; Yasin et al., 2020), students can learn to be involved in the process of analyzing problem spaces, generating ideas, and developing a better understanding of the relationship between variables and thinking concepts (Goodway et al., 2019; Nilsen, 2020; Skovsmose, 2020), provide an increase in higher-order thinking (Hashim et al., 2017), and provide good techniques for teachers (Siew et al., 2015). STEM learning can
improve literacy in science, mathematics, technology, and engineering (Tati et al., 2017), train causal reasoning (Fitriani et al., 2017), improve creative thinking skills (Ismayani, 2016; Mayasari et al., 2016; Meyrick, 2011), be useful in metaphorical learning (Çalisici & Sümen, 2018; Pellas et al., 2017), can increase achievement and interest in learning (Canning et al., 2019; Syukri et al., 2013; Vongkulluksn et al., 2018), and increase motivation and provide experience in the engineering process (Borrego & Henderson, 2014; Morgan et al., 2019; Suwarma et al., 2015). Furthermore, there is no research which is combining STEM and computer science (STEM-CS) using metaphorial thinking skill. Based on previous research, the novelty of this research lies in the integration of computer science in STEM learning to improve metaphorical thinking.

Thus, the purpose of this study is to compare the two learning models, namely STEM and STEM-CS learning towards students’ metaphorical thinking. Through STEM-CS, students are expected to be motivated to explore and foster their love for learning. With the advancement of technology, STEM-CS will become the standard informing students’ understanding, knowledge, skills, abilities, and learning processes.

2. Method

This research is quasi-experimental. The respondents in this study were 280 secondary school students in Bandar Lampung. The total number of 93 secondary school students sample was found. Of these, there were 48 (51.61%) females and 45 (48.39%) males. In order to determine the experiment class and the control class, the simple random sampling technique with no replacement method was used. It means that each element of the population has an equal opportunity to be elected as the members of the sample. Two of the classes were randomly selected as an experimental group and other for the control group. There were 32 students in the experimental group 1, 30 students in the experimental group 2, while 31 students in the control group. After selecting the control and experimental groups, the students were matched according to their first term mathematics scores (Suherman et al., 2020). The study was carried out for a total of 18 hours. During the process of preparing activities and post-test questions, Indonesia junior high school curriculum was considered and 3 activities were prepared. In the experimental group 1 dynamic oriented activity was used by using the STEM-CS learning model. In the experimental group 2 were used by using the STEM learning model. In the control group, the normal teaching sequence in the curriculum was followed.

The data analysis was used SPSS Version 25.0. The data collection technique used was an essay test to measure metaphorical thinking. The indicators of metaphorical thinking include (Hendriana, 2012):
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3. Results

Based on data analysis, the researchers combined the research data in the form of data on the metaphorical thinking abilities in the experimental class and the control class. The data collected were in the form of two test such as pretest and posttest, both the STEM-CS, STEM, and control class. Based on the research design, descriptive test results for score data will be presented to measure metaphorical thinking skill in Table 1.
Table 1.
Description of the Students Metaphorical Thinking Ability Score

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metaphorical Thinking Ability</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>St.Dev</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 1</td>
<td>66.43</td>
<td>60.30</td>
<td>65.73</td>
<td>10.057</td>
<td>30.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 2</td>
<td>56.90</td>
<td>50.50</td>
<td>55.48</td>
<td>7.748</td>
<td>29.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>55.48</td>
<td>40.00</td>
<td>54.54</td>
<td>10.12</td>
<td>24.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posttest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 1</td>
<td>88.00</td>
<td>66.00</td>
<td>75.81</td>
<td>4.77</td>
<td>41.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 2</td>
<td>86.00</td>
<td>64.00</td>
<td>72.00</td>
<td>4.92</td>
<td>31.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>73.00</td>
<td>54.00</td>
<td>68.78</td>
<td>5.23</td>
<td>26.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on Table 2, it can be seen that results of the pretest and posttest of each class were different. Overall, the category of metaphorical thinking data that pretest and posttest spent most on experiment 1, experiment 2, and control class. The lowest spending could be seen in the pretest in all descriptions data. The highest description data was posttest. In terms of pretest, the data maximum spent the most at 66.43 in experiment 1. The data maximum of experiment 1 was also higher to about 88.00 compared to experiment 2 which spent the least (56.90) in pretest. On the other hand, the lowest data was on pretest which counted for 55.48. While the posttest data which is around 73.00. The following is the graphic of the pretest and posttest score on metaphorical thinking abilities:

![Figure 4. Graphic of Pretest and Posttest Scores on Metaphorical Thinking Abilities](image-url)

The bar chart illustrates the results of the maximum and minimum scores in pretest and posttest in three different class, namely STEM-CS, STEM, and control class. Overall, the most popular metaphorical thinking over a significant increase in students’ metaphorical thinking abilities after the implementation of STEM-CS in the experimental class 1, STEM model in the experimental class 2, and school’s model in the control class.
Table 2. 
Normality Test Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teaching Methods</th>
<th>Kolmogorov-Smirnov* Statistic</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Shapiro-Wilk Statistic</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEM</td>
<td>.158</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>.055</td>
<td>.938</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>.080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEM-Computer Science</td>
<td>.141</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>.109</td>
<td>.967</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>.430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>.143</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>.082</td>
<td>.926</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>.209</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the table 2, it can be seen the application of the STEM, STEM-CS, and control model with sig value was 0.055, 0.109, and 0.082 respectively, which means that the sample came from a normally distributed population with significant level of $\alpha = 0.05$. Furthermore, it can be continued at the homogeneity of variance test stage. The results data was presented in Table 3.

Table 3. 
Variance Homogeneity Test Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student learning outcomes</th>
<th>Levene Statistic</th>
<th>df1</th>
<th>df2</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.619</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>.686</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Levene's test of homogeneity of variance is used in SPSS version 25. The results in Table 3, it is clear that metaphorical thinking data was normally distributed with significance level of 0.05 was obtained sig value of 0.686 highest than 0.05. Going to the homogeneous variance, the data showed a variance homogeneity. It is known that the data can be continuous using a one-way ANOVA test. The aim of the one-way ANOVA was to find the differences in the teaching model. The one-way ANOVA test results are followed:

Table 4. 
Test Results of Hypothetical Variances

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variances</th>
<th>JK</th>
<th>Dk</th>
<th>RK</th>
<th>$F_{observed}$</th>
<th>$F_{critical}$</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model (A)</td>
<td>13673.23</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6886.74</td>
<td>59.03</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>$H_0$ is rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error (G)</td>
<td>10233.72</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>116.67</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (T)</td>
<td>23707.21</td>
<td>63</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on Table 4, the results of the one-way ANOVA showed an increase in the number of metaphorical thinking abilities through the STEM-CS model. This shows that the use of STEM-CS is appropriate to improve students' metaphorical thinking abilities. On the other hand, the average metaphorical thinking score in STEM-CS model was higher than the STEM model and models. So, it can be concluded that the STEM-CS model is better than the STEM and normal teaching sequence in the curriculum was followed.
4. Discussion

The results of this study are in accordance with the research hypothesis. The metaphorical thinking abilities is better because STEM-CS learning utilizes information technology or computer and internet for education and learning. The use of information technology, in this case, is the use of computers that show significant achievements (D’silva, 2007). The students can be guided to solve everyday problems by using technology and combining mathematical thinking patterns and techniques that will bring up new ideas.

STEM-CS learning can increase sensitivity to real-world problems and make students able to provide various answers or solutions with justification for various phenomena contained in the environment of everyday life related to metaphorical thinking abilities. STEM learning without Computer Science will make the process of finding information slower because of the limited resources to search for information. This has led to the improvement of metaphorical thinking abilities through STEM-CS learning better.

Based on the steps to improve metaphorical thinking through STEM-CS learning there are stages of forming ideas and creativity using computer science assistance, namely the analysis of the questions given by the teacher and the collection of facts from other students, then discuss to find solutions to the given problems. Metaphorical thinking in STEM learning can also be improved through the stage of forming new ideas, creativity without computer science. As an achievement of improving students' metaphorical thinking in learning STEM-CS refers more to the stage of the use of computer science which gives new experiences to students in learning.

STEM-CS learning is better in influencing students' metaphorical thinking than STEM learning and normal school curriculum learning. This is based on the STEM-CS learning steps. There is an approaching stage by giving new ideas, creativities, and innovations to students in accordance with the students' abilities, due to learning mathematics in class can provide optimal results (Abdurrahman, Nurulsari, et al., 2019; Canning et al., 2019; Morgan et al., 2019; Pradubthong et al., 2018; Trevallion, 2018; Vale et al., 2018; Vongkulluksn et al., 2018).

Judging by the differences in this step, it seems that the STEM-CS learn to provide intensive care for students to the effect of improving the metaphorical thinking of students, where students can apply new ideas and find various solutions for a problem.

5. Conclusions

Based on the analysis of research, the conclusion can be concluded that the metaphorical thinking abilities through STEM-CS learning are better than STEM learning and another learning model. STEM-CS learning becomes innovative learning that can be applied to optimize students' metaphorical thinking in the industrial revolution era 4.0.

The STEM-CS learning method used in the classroom is effective and capable of improving students' metaphorical thinking skills. Students are more engaged in lectures when they are confronted with real-world issues and are actively involved in resolving them. Additionally, students can use computer science to improve their skills in the STEM innovation stage.
Additionally, students can investigate the causes of problems during the STEM-CS new idea step. Students are able to formulate real and significant problems in the field of mathematics and then propose solutions to these problems during this step. Students are able to collaborate with members of their respective groups to solve problems. Additionally, students are able to express their opinions in front of the class and argue in defense of their positions. This research can be expanded upon using STEM-CS models with a range of cognitive abilities. Due to the sample size being limited to secondary school students aged eleven to thirteen, there is a need to develop alternative forms of the STEM-CS for primary school students and high school students.
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